Elucidating the structure of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) is a prerequisite for understanding the molecular mechanism of nucleocytoplasmic transport. However, owing to its sheer size and flexibility, the NPC is unapproachable by classical structure determination techniques and requires a joint effort of complementary methods. Whereas bottom-up approaches rely on biochemical interaction studies and crystal-structure determination of NPC components, top-down approaches attempt to determine the structure of the intact NPC in situ. Recently, both approaches have converged, thereby bridging the resolution gap from the higher-order scaffold structure to near-atomic resolution and opening the door for structureguided experimental interrogations of NPC function.
Elucidating the structure of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) is a prerequisite for understanding the molecular mechanism of nucleocytoplasmic transport. However, owing to its sheer size and flexibility, the NPC is unapproachable by classical structure determination techniques and requires a joint effort of complementary methods. Whereas bottom-up approaches rely on biochemical interaction studies and crystal-structure determination of NPC components, top-down approaches attempt to determine the structure of the intact NPC in situ. Recently, both approaches have converged, thereby bridging the resolution gap from the higher-order scaffold structure to near-atomic resolution and opening the door for structureguided experimental interrogations of NPC function.
The NPC is one of the largest protein-containing assemblies in eukaryotic cells, forming a megadalton transport channel that is embedded in the nuclear envelope and mediates the bidirectional exchange of macromolecules between the nucleus and cytoplasm. In addition to their critical role in nucleocytoplasmic trafficking, NPCs participate in a variety of key cellular processes and are essential for eukaryotic life (reviewed in, e.g., ref. 1). Structural information is fundamental for understanding of the molecular mechanisms of nucleocytoplasmic transport, because the spatial organization of NPC components ultimately determines how cargos cross the nuclear permeability barrier. However, the NPC structure has long remained elusive, largely because of its sheer size, inherent flexibility and membrane-embedded nature, and thus it has been inaccessible to well-established structure determination approaches. On the basis of the observation that NPCs assemble from biochemically stable subcomplexes, an alternative 'divide and conquer' approach has been pursued for more than a decade. In this strategy, the NPC has been divided into relatively smaller, more manageable subcomplexes for X-ray crystallographic studies, in hopes that the resulting crystal structures might eventually be fitted into a 3D electron microscopic reconstruction of the intact NPC 1,2 . The higher-order scaffold structure specific to NPCs and other mega assemblies has impeded structural determination, owing to its organizational level that goes beyond the quaternary structure of a single subcomplex and includes interactions of subcomplexes with multiple copies of themselves and with other subcomplexes. Recent work from several laboratories has now enabled the placement of the first piece of this huge molecular puzzle, demonstrating the feasibility of this approach and foreshadowing the elucidation of the entire NPC structure in the near future 3, 4 . Here we discuss how this work has been achieved through the combination of two complementary approaches-bottom-up in vitro and top-down in situ structural biology-which have now converged and have generated the first predictive structural models of the nuclear pore scaffold.
Composition of the nuclear pore
NPCs have an outer diameter of ~120 nm and a molecular mass of ~110 MDa, which corresponds to approximately 1 million residues (~10 million nonhydrogen atoms). Over the past half-century, electron microscopy studies have established that NPCs have a symmetric core with eight-fold and pseudo-two-fold rotational symmetry along the nucleocytoplasmic axis and the plane of the nuclear envelope, respectively (reviewed in ref. 1) (Fig. 1) . These studies have also morphologically defined the three main substructures of the NPC that engage with the fused membranes: outer cytoplasmic and nuclear rings, which sandwich a third inner ring (also referred to as the spoke ring). Proteomic approaches in yeast and human cells have revealed that NPCs are composed of an evolutionarily conserved set of just over 30 different proteins, which are collectively termed nucleoporins (Nups) 5, 6 . Traditionally, nucleoporins have been named according to their molecular mass, and a unified nomenclature does not exist, owing to the surprising variability in mass among nucleoporin orthologs from different species (reviewed in refs. 1,2). However, on the basis of their approximate location within the NPC, nucleoporins can be classified into six categories: (i) coat nucleoporins, (ii) transmembrane nucleoporins (also called pore-membrane proteins (POMs)), (iii) adaptor nucleoporins, (iv) channel nucleoporins, (v) cytoplasmic-filament nucleoporins and (vi) nuclear-basket nucleoporins 1, 7 (Table 1 and Fig. 1a ). We will focus here on the elucidation of the higher-order scaffold structure of the coat nucleoporins that form the two outer rings of the NPC.
Despite its large and extended structure, the components of the coat nucleoporin complex (CNC) tightly interact with each other, thus allowing the biochemical isolation of intact CNCs from yeast and human cells more than a decade ago [8] [9] [10] [11] . A heteroheptameric complex and a heterodecameric complex have been isolated from yeast and human cells, respectively (also denoted Nup84 and Nup107 subcomplexes, according to one of their components), thus suggesting that the coat nucleoporins Nup120, Seh1, Nup85, Sec13, Nup145C, Nup84 and Nup133 form an evolutionarily conserved core (Fig. 1b and Table 1 ) that is complemented with three additional proteins-Nup37, Nup43 and Elys-in human cells 12 (Fig. 2a) . However, recent reconstitutions of CNCs from the thermophilic eukaryotes Chaetomium thermophilum and Myceliophthora thermophila both lack Seh1, thus suggesting a smaller evolutionarily conserved core composed of only six coat nucleoporins 13, 14 . Regardless of composition, negative-stain EM analyses have established that the CNC adopts an extended Yshaped structure (designated the 'Y complex') that is evolutionarily conserved across all organisms analyzed to date 3, 13, 15, 16 . Biochemical reconstitution experiments have established that the entire CNC can be assembled in vitro by mixing purified recombinant Saccharomyces cerevisiae or C. thermophilum coat nucleoporins 13, 17 .
X-ray crystallographic analyses of the coat nucleoporins of the Y-shaped CNC began approximately a decade ago and have yielded more than ten crystal structures in rapid succession, starting with the N-terminal Nup133 β-propeller domain and continuing with the interacting C-terminal α-helical domains of Nup107 (yNup84) and Nup133, the Sec13-Nup145C pair, the Seh1-Nup85 heterodimer, the Nup120 N-terminal domain, the Sec13-Nup145C-Nup84 heterotrimer and finally the entire C-terminal α-helical solenoid of Nup133 (refs. 7,18-26) . In initial attempts to understand the connectivity of the Y complex, these small pieces of the puzzle have been oriented to each other on the basis of a 3D map obtained by negative-stain electron microscopy and random conical tilt reconstruction 16 , in which 3D reconstructions were calculated from electron micrographs containing the single particles in preferred orientation but acquired at different tilt angles. Despite a limited resolution of ~35 Å, this map has allowed for the approximate fitting of the individual crystal structures, thus providing a first glimpse into the structure of the entire complex 16, 25 (Fig. 1c) .
Electron microscopic analysis of nuclear pores in situ
These findings have prompted questions regarding how subcomplexes interact with each other in situ. To study the higher-order assembly of subcomplexes within the fully assembled nuclear pore, different complementary approaches are required. Several laboratories have investigated the structure of the entire NPC with cryo-EM. Initial reconstructions of the Xenopus and yeast NPCs were obtained in part from extracted and purified samples. The resulting maps suffered to varying degrees from nonisotropic resolution due to angular coverage problems of the primary data. Because of the prevalence of 'top views' in the primary data, structural features along the nucleocytoplasmic axis appeared elongated and distorted, thus resulting in an overall donut-shaped layout that was, to some extent, reflected in early models of the higher-order scaffold-structure NPC 7, 20, [27] [28] [29] [30] . This layout lacked clear morphological separation of the nuclear, cytoplasmic and inner rings seen in tomographic reconstructions of the NPC from intact Dictyostelium nuclei and human cells [31] [32] [33] ; these reconstructions have addressed the angular coverage problems. Because of the relatively low resolution, the resulting cryo-EM maps are devoid of any Y-shaped features. Such features are also absent in the Dictyostelium NPC reconstruction, which at ~58 Å possesses the highest resolution of any of the maps. The field's inability to relate the high-resolution coat nucleoporin crystal structures to the overall NPC has not only been frustrating but also has led to a rigorous debate about the stoichiometry and arrangement of the CNC within the intact NPC scaffold 7, 20, 30 . Table 1 . P e r s P e c t i V e npg P e r s P e c t i V e
Top-down in situ and bottom-up in vitro approaches converge Two key structural challenges have had to be overcome to resolve this riddle. First, a higher-resolution EM reconstruction of the intact NPC was needed to allow for confident fitting of coat nucleoporin crystal structures. This reconstruction has been achieved by the Beck and Glavy groups, through an integrated structural analysis by cryo-electron tomography of the human NPC 3 . In addition to acquiring a tomographic map of the entire NPC, this study has also provided a negative-stain EM reconstruction of the human CNC (Fig. 1d) , both determined by subtomogram averaging at resolutions of ~32 Å. This higher resolution allowed fitting of the human CNC EM reconstruction into 32 positions within the cytoplasmic and nuclear rings that had been unresolved in previous reconstructions (Fig. 1e) . This study and two subsequent studies have used an unbiased fitting procedure to systematically explore the tomographic map with a given nucleoporin or entire subcomplex, exhausting all possible placements and conformations 3, 4, 34 . In this procedure, tens of thousands of possible solutions are scored for agreement with the tomographic map. The best possible fits are then objectively compared with alternative solutions. Though this approach can be used regardless of the quality of the tomographic map, the statistical discrimination among the different fits is naturally stronger with higher resolution. Similarly, using larger nucleoporin structures provides more data points on the virtual grid to be compared, thus resulting in higher statistical significance of the fitting. In this reconstruction, in contrast to earlier conceptual models 1 , 32 copies of the CNC assemble into two eight-membered concentric rings on both the cytoplasmic and nuclear faces of the NPC. With this new map, the available structures of individual coat nucleoporins could be roughly positioned within the cryo-EM map on the basis of their fit into the negative-stain EM reconstruction of the human CNC. However, because the negative-stain EM reconstruction of the CNC was itself limited in resolution, the exact orientation of coat nucleoporins within the context of the intact NPC remained elusive. Moreover, a crystal structure of the central triskelion-the critically important central CNC element that joins the three arms of the Y complex-was still missing from the nucleoporin structural inventory.
This second set of challenges has now also been met. A recent study by the Hoelz group has determined the crystal structure of the intact yeast CNC lacking only the loosely associated Nup133. The structure was achieved with the help of a high-affinity conformation-specific antibody recognizing the fully assembled CNC 4 (Fig. 1b) . This ~400-kDa CNC crystal structure reveals the molecular details of how the three arms of the Y interact within the central triskelion. The structure of the CNC was determined by using crystals with two different crystalpacking arrangements, both of which yielded identical structures. Despite having good agreement with the negative-stain structures, the crystal structures reveal a more curved Y-shaped conformation (Fig. 1c,d) . Importantly, the yeast CNC crystal structure 
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has allowed for unbiased systematic fitting into the cryo-EM reconstruction of the intact human NPC. This approach has yielded 32 copies of the CNC arranged in four rings, thus not only confirming the arrangement proposed by the Beck and Glavy groups but also directly bridging the resolution gap between tomographic reconstructions and X-ray crystallography studies for the first time. This advance has established the near-atomic-resolution structure of the NPC coat and has demonstrated that the divide-andconquer approach proposed more than a decade ago is feasible and will probably enable the elucidation of the near-atomic structure of the intact NPC. At the same time, the Schwartz group used a different approach to obtain an atomic model of the intact CNC, solving the crystal structure of the central triskelion alone, truncated to the minimal fragments, by using proteins from the eukaryotic thermophile Myceliophthora thermophila 14 . On the basis of components of the central hub that overlapped with existing crystal structures, the authors generated a composite model of the entire complex in silico. This approach yielded a considerably different conformation from that observed in the crystal structure of the intact CNC (lacking Nup133) 4 . Specifically, this structure shows a substantially different angle between the stalk and one of the upper arms of the CNC. Consequently, the Myceliophthora structure cannot be successfully fitted into negative-stain EM reconstructions of the yeast or human CNCs. Similarly, this modeled conformation cannot be fitted into the tomographic map of the intact human NPC without causing clashes 14 . Conformational differences in CNC curvature are also apparent upon comparison of the crystal structure of the intact CNC 4 with the overall flatter negative-stain CNC EM structure (Fig. 1d) , although the deviations are much less pronounced in the latter 3, 4 . However, as mentioned above, a striking conformational agreement is clearly evident when the crystal structure of the intact CNC 4 is compared with tomographic maps 3 , probably because both the X-ray crystallography and electron microscopy structure-determination approaches selected for the energetically most favorable conformations 3, 4, 34 . Because fully assembled NPCs are dynamic structures, the observed conformational differences may be due to inherent flexibility. Future work will be needed to address whether such conformational flexibility of the CNC holds any physiological relevance 32, 35 .
Composite structures of the nuclear pore scaffold Most recently, the Beck and Glavy groups have published a tomographic reconstruction of the intact human NPC, obtained through direct electron detection (Fig. 2b) . Although the map has an overall resolution of up to ~23 Å, the local resolution varies and is generally higher for the more defined scaffold domains and somewhat lower at the peripheral regions of the NPC 34 . The increased resolution of this reconstruction was achieved not only by using a direct electron detector but also by improving data-acquisition and image-processing procedures to allow for the collection of larger data sets and to account for the intrinsic flexibility of the NPC subdomains. Specifically, image processing did not assume a strict eight-fold rotational symmetry but instead allowed for asymmetric units (rotational segments) to be aligned independently. Additionally, the three different nuclear, inner and cytoplasmic NPC rings were refined independently to account for conformational plasticity.
The sixteen-membered, double-ring CNC arrangement is apparent on both the cytoplasmic and nuclear faces of the NPC, although the corresponding structures were solved independently and are npg P e r s P e c t i V e nonidentical because of differential binding of peripheral nucleoporins. The shapes of several key domains of the CNC rings, such as the β-propeller domains of the coat nucleoporins, are apparent at the improved resolution, thus further confirming the previous CNC positioning 3, 4, 34 . Several individual crystal structures of the CNC can be directly fitted into the tomographic map, thus yielding a hybrid structure that superimposes very well with the crystal structure of the hexameric CNC obtained by the Hoelz group (Fig. 2c-e) .
Although the positioning of smaller crystal structures is often aided by complementary interaction data, the precise orientations of multiple coat nucleoporins still need to be refined. For example, although additional density explaining the disc-shaped β-propeller domain of Elys is proximal to its biochemically defined binding site on Nup160, the rotation of this domain around its central axis cannot be determined at the current resolution. Obtaining crystal structures that resolve these interactions will be one way to address these types of uncertainties in the future. The Schwartz group has argued that the tomographic map might represent an overlay of two alternative stem conformations of only eight Y complexes (CNC) within each of the cytoplasmic and nuclear rings 14 . These two hypothetical conformations would differ in the stem region of the CNC but would overlap in its branching region containing the central hub. However, if the topographic map were an average of two considerably different conformational populations, the alignment of subtomograms would be disturbed, and the attainable resolution would be substantially decreased. More importantly, if the stem regions were in alternative conformations, then the respective electron optical density would appear to be substantially weaker or 'diluted' in comparison to other static features in the NPC, such as the neighboring central hub of the CNC. However, such effects are not apparent in the reconstruction, as can clearly be seen when the density of the stem and central hub are compared. In addition, the inner and outer CNC rings display an intensity consistent with other features of the scaffold, thus ruling out this interpretation. Additional work has since provided further support for the 16-membered cytoplasmic and nucleoplasmic CNC double-ring arrangement. For example, gene silencing of Nup358 in mammalian cells results in a specific loss of the distal (outer) CNC ring solely on the cytoplasmic face (Fig. 3) but does not affect the double-CNC-ring arrangement at the nuclear face 34 . Image classification of the respective data has recovered the distal CNC in approximately 5% of the subunits, a result in line with the knockdown efficiency. Because this approach recovers structural information from individual subunits, it is clearly independent of the eight-fold rotational symmetry 34 , in contrast to what has been argued by the Schwartz group 14 . Further, super-resolution microscopy approaches have confirmed the stoichiometry 36 and orientation of the Y complex 37 , proximity labeling has provided evidence for some of the respective interactions 38 , and the electron density of a recent cryo-EM reconstruction of the Xenopus laevis NPC 39 also contained the double-CNC-ring arrangement. Together, these results support the overall model illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Clearly, much work remains to be done to uncover the structure of the nuclear pore at side chain resolution. With the advent of recent EM breakthroughs, it is likely that the resolution limit has not yet been reached. Further technological improvements may facilitate the acquisition of reconstructions and push the resolution beyond ~10 Å, thus allowing for resolution of nucleoporin secondary-structure elements and for more accurate crystal-structure positioning through flexible-fitting approaches. To achieve this goal, the crystal structures of all remaining ordered nucleoporins must be determined. Important steps toward this goal include the recently determined crystal structures of the fungal Nsp1-Nup49-Nup57 channelnucleoporin heterotrimer (CNT; also termed the Nsp1 or Nup62 complex) and its vertebrate homolog 40, 41 . The fungal structure also demonstrates the interaction between the CNT and the adaptor nucleoporin Nic96, revealing how the pore is able to select for a single defined CNT assembly state to be incorporated into the NPC scaffold 40 . Additionally, the reconstitution of an ~550-kDa complex containing the inner ring and cytoplasmic-filament nucleoporin complexes from purified recombinant proteins has yielded the largest nucleoporin complex reconstituted to date; moreover, its systematic biochemical dissection has also revealed the detailed underlying nucleoporin-nucleoporin interaction network and has identified architecturally important nucleoporin interactions that are currently missing from the crystal structure inventory 40, 42 . These data have been integrated into a comprehensive composite structure of the inner-ring complex 43, 44 . Altogether, the majority of the electron optical density observed in situ has now been accounted for by high-resolution crystal structures of scaffold nucleoporins. a b npg P e r s P e c t i V e Future directions for the structure determination of the nuclear pore An atomic-resolution composite structure of the NPC is highly desirable for many reasons. First, although the major constituents of the permeability barrier within the NPC are intrinsically disordered regions that will remain elusive to present structure determination technologies, it is the folded scaffold nucleoporins that define the positions of these regions by anchoring them to specific locations in the central channel. Thus, knowledge of the precise arrangement of the scaffold is essential to defining the local concentrations and stoichiometry of intrinsically disordered transport-channel domains. Such knowledge is a key prerequisite for computer simulations and in vitro reconstitution experiments that aim to explain how a different local biophysical environment within the central channel facilitates the interaction with specific cargo complexes and eventually directs them through the channel efficiently. Second, structure-guided site-directed-mutagenesis studies, which remain underexplored in the NPC field, owing to the lack of structural information, will be crucial to validate functional hypotheses for nucleocytoplasmic transport. Although the structured nucleoporins are believed to be less important during the actual transport of cargo, they are likely to play an important role in various fundamental biological processes, including the mechanisms of nuclear import of integral membrane proteins, export, remodeling and sorting of messenger ribonucleoproteins, NPC assembly and disassembly, NPC-associated DNA repair and transcription events, among many more. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, a composite structure of the NPC would facilitate the elucidation of the molecular basis of nucleoporin-related health conditions, such as cancer and the loss of integrity of the permeability barrier during aging, thus opening the door for the development of new treatments. The recent advances constitute major steps toward the elucidation of the higher-order scaffold structure of the NPC. After more than a decade of concentrated efforts, two subcommunities within the NPC field, using two vastly different approaches-the top-down in situ and the bottom-up in vitro approach-have finally met in the middle. With this advance, structural models of the NPC have become predictive and experimentally testable, thus representing an important milestone. After the successful placement of the CNC, a keystone piece in the intricate 3D NPC puzzle, we expect that the remaining pieces will be added in the near future.
